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Cheat Sheet 1

a o u i e á ó ú í é
Vowels

Introduction

a e i o u
are the vowels, just as in English.

A vowel is a type of sound for which there is no closure of the mouth or throat when vocalization occurs. Simply put, it’s 
the sound that comes out of your mouth when your mouth is open and it doesn’t close.

Broad Vowels
a, o and u are the broad (“leathan”) vowels.

(They make consonants sound broad.)

Slender Vowels
i and e are the slender (“caol”) vowels.

(They make consonants sound slender.)

Because of broad and slender vowel groupings, we’ll reorder them from now on as a o u i e.

In Irish, vowels have two possible lengths:
Short Long
a o u i e á ó ú í é

These have a sof pronunciation. These have a looong pronunciation.

The accent mark above these vowels is 
called a fada. (Say it something like

fod-ah.)

To spell out a word such as “cás”, you say
“c. a fada. s.”

Don’t leave out your accent marks! 
“Cas” means “turn”, 

but “cás” means “case”.

Vowel sounds can also be respresented by groups of vowels.
These groups also have either short or long pronunciations.

More on the alphabet: 
http://www.bitesizeirishgaelic.com/lessons/irish-alphabet/ 

http://www.bitesizeirishgaelic.com/lessons/irish-alphabet/?utm_source=inhouse&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=pronunciation-cheat-sheets


Cheat Sheet 2

a o u i e á ó ú í é
Vowels

Short and Long

If you see this short
vowel letter in a word

then pronounce it
softly like

An example would be and it’s pronounced
like

which means

a ah
[like the o in “mop”]

cas coss complicated

o uh bog bug sof

u uh ubh uhvv egg

i ih sin shin that

e eh te cheh hot

http://www.bitesizeirishgaelic.com/lessons/pronouncing-short-vowels-1/

If you see this long
vowel letter in a word

then pronounce it
like

An example would be and it’s pronounced
like

which means

á aw cás cawss case

ó oh bó bow [tie] cow

ú oo tú too you

í ee sí shee she

é ay mé May I/me

http://www.bitesizeirishgaelic.com/lessons/pronouncinglongvowels1/
http://www.bitesizeirishgaelic.com/lessons/podcastvowels/

http://www.bitesizeirishgaelic.com/lessons/podcast-vowels/?utm_source=inhouse&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=pronunciation-cheat-sheets
http://www.bitesizeirishgaelic.com/lessons/pronouncing-long-vowels-1/?utm_source=inhouse&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=pronunciation-cheat-sheets
http://www.bitesizeirishgaelic.com/lessons/pronouncing-short-vowels-1/?utm_source=inhouse&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=pronunciation-cheat-sheets


Cheat Sheet 3

ei ea ai ui oi io iu
Vowels

Groups of vowels - Short

If you see this group
of short vowels in a

word

then pronounce
them short like

An example would be and it’s pronounced
like

which means

ei eh ceist keh-sht question

ea ah bean bahn woman

ai ah baile BOL-ya town

ui ih tuig tihg to understand

duit ditch to you

muid mwih-dge we

cuid kwih-dge part

oi At the beginning of the word:
eh oifig EFF-g office

oileán ELL-yawn island

In the middle of the word:
uh scoil skuhl school

gloine GLUN-yah glass

io ih fios fihss knowledge

iu uh fiuch fyokh wet

http://www.bitesizeirishgaelic.com/lessons/pronouncingshortvowels2/

http://www.bitesizeirishgaelic.com/lessons/pronouncing-short-vowels-2/?utm_source=inhouse&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=pronunciation-cheat-sheets


Cheat Sheet 4

ia ao iai ua uai
Vowels

Groups of vowels - Long

If you see this group
of vowels in a word

then pronounce
them long like

An example would be and it’s pronounced
like

which means

ia ee iasc EE-osk fish

bia BEE-ah food

ao wee caoga KWEE-gah fify

caora KWEE-rah sheep

maol mweel bald

iai ee riail REE-ol rule

ua oo suas SOO-oss up

uai oo uair OO-er hour

http://www.bitesizeirishgaelic.com/lessons/pronouncinglongvowels2/

http://www.bitesizeirishgaelic.com/lessons/pronouncing-long-vowels-2/?utm_source=inhouse&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=pronunciation-cheat-sheets


Cheat Sheet 5

b c d f g h l m n p r s t
Consonants

Introduction

Irish has only 13 consonants (traditionally): 

b c d f g h l m n p r s t
The consonants are formed when the mouth or the throat closes fully or partially when 

forming the sound, in contrast to vowels where the throat remains open.

The pronunciation of a consonant depends on whether it is either:

Broad Slender

Happens if the closest vowel in the word is 
broad (a, o, or u).

Happens if the surrounding vowels in the word are 
slender (i or e).

For many of the broad consonants, the broad 
sound is formed by pressing the tongue against the upper teeth.

See the following sheets for more pronunciation examples.

The sound is formed by pressing the tongue against the gum
behind the upper teeth.

Groups of consonants 
make different sounds.

Which is why these cheat sheets have entries for mh and gh, for example.

For more on consonants:
http://www.bitesizeirishgaelic.com/lessons/consonants1/
http://www.bitesizeirishgaelic.com/lessons/consonants2/

http://www.bitesizeirishgaelic.com/lessons/consonants-2/?utm_source=inhouse&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=pronunciation-cheat-sheets
http://www.bitesizeirishgaelic.com/lessons/consonants-1/?utm_source=inhouse&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=pronunciation-cheat-sheets


Cheat Sheet 6

d t l m n
Consonants

Individual Consonants

If you see the
following

consonant in a
word

and its
surrounding

vowels are

then pronounce
it like

An example
would be

and it’s
pronounced like

which means

d broad d * dána DAW-nah bold, naughty

doras DUR-os door

cadás COD-awss cotton

slender j † deich jeh ten

idirlíon IDGE-er-leen internet

t broad t * tú too you

tráta TRAW-tah tomato

slender ch † te cheh hot

báisteach BAW-sh-chokh
(kh is throaty)

rain

l broad l * Lúnasa LOO-noss-ah August

pobal PUB-ul community

slender l † leanaí LYAN-ee children

silín shill-een cherry

m broad m madra MOD-rah dog

dom dum for me

slender m, my méar myair finger

fuaim FOO-im sound

n broad n * lón loan lunch

suantraí SOO-on-tree lullaby

slender n † 
(similar to Spanish

ñ)

nimh niv poison

líne LEEN-eh line

* For broad: Tip of the tongue pressed against the upper teeth.
† For slender: Tip of the tongue pressed against the gum behind the upper teeth.



Cheat Sheet 7

s r bhf
Consonants

Individual Consonants

If you see the
following

consonant in a
word

and its
surrounding

vowels are

then pronounce
it like

An example
would be

and it’s
pronounced like

which means

s broad ss árasán AW-rass-awn apartment

srón srone nose

súil sool eye

slender sh scéal shkayle story, news

scian SHKEE-on knife

ispín ISH-peen sausage

is
(exception)

iss is

r * broad r rothar RRUH-her bicycle

rince * RRING-kah dance

slender r scríobh shkreev to write

litir LITCH-ir letter

bhf † broad w An bhfuair tú é? On woor too ay? 
(ay as in hay)

Did you get it?

An bhfaca tú é? On wok-ah too ay? Did you see it?

An bhfuil sí? On will she? Is she?

slender v Ar an bhfeirm Air on vehrm On the farm

* Rule: regardless of spelling, “r” is always broad at the beginning of a word
† The “bhf ” combination appears when a word beginning with “f ” is eclipsed. See Cheat Sheet 9 about pronouncing other 
eclipsed words. The rule for “w” and “v” sounds does vary between certain dialects. We have included the generalized rule for you 
to remember.



Cheat Sheet 8

ph th ch fh sh
Consonants

Groups of Consonants

If you see the
following group of

letters in a word

then pronounce it
like

An example would be and it’s pronounced
like

which means

ph f mo phóca muh FOH-kah my pocket

th h máthair MAW-her mother

athair AH-her father

thíos HEE-oss down

thuas HOO-oss up

ch kh [throaty k] cheana KHYAN-ah already

fiche FIKH-ha twenty

sorcha SUR-kha brightness

fiuch fyukh wet

f [silent] an-fuar on oor very cold

sh h mo sheoladh muh HYOH-lah my address

shiúil sí HYOO-il she she walked



Cheat Sheet 9

Eclipsed words
Consonants

Groups of Consonants

Eclipsis
"Eclipsis" happens when the sound of a consonant is replaced – or "eclipsed" – by a different sound.

Pronouncing
To pronounce the beginning of an eclipsed word, you pronounce the new added letter at the beginning of the word.

For Example
If you take the original word but you see it with an eclipsis then you pronounce the new added

letter at the beginning of the word

bád mbád mawd

traein dtraein drain

carr gcarr gawr

(Words beginning with “f ” may be eclipsed, as seen by the combination “bhf ”. See Cheat Sheet 7 on how to pronounce that.)

Tell Me More
Bitesize Irish Gaelic members can access the following lesson about the eclipsis.

http://www.bitesizeirishgaelic.com/lessons/initial-mutations/ 

http://www.bitesizeirishgaelic.com/lessons/initial-mutations/?utm_source=inhouse&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=pronunciation-cheat-sheets
http://www.bitesizeirishgaelic.com/?utm_source=inhouse&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=pronunciation-cheat-sheets


Cheat Sheet 10

bh mh
Consonants

Groups of Consonants

If you see the
following group

of letters in a
word

and its
surrounding

vowels are

then pronounce
it like

An example
would be

and it’s
pronounced like

which means

bh, mh
(same rules apply for

both)

broad At the beginning of the word
w mo bhaile muh WOL-ya my home

mo mháthair muh WAW-her my mother

In the middle of the word
v 

(afer a long vowel)
ríomhaire REEV-ur-ah computer

líomhán LEE-uh-vawn lever

ow 
(afer a short

vowel)

fabhra FOW-ra eyelash

leabhar LY-OW-er book

At the end of the word
v talamh TOL-ov ground

slender At the beginning of the word

v bhí vee was

an-mhín on veen very smooth

In the middle of the word
v scríobhneoir SHKREEV-nyore writer

geimhreadh GEEV-ra winter

At the end of the word
v sibh shiv you (plural)

Gaillimh GOL-yuv Galway



Cheat Sheet 11

gh
Consonants

Groups of Consonants

If you see the
following group

of letters in a
word

and its
surrounding

vowels are

then pronounce
it like

An example
would be

and it’s
pronounced like

which means

gh broad At the beginning of the word
gh [throaty g] sa ghairdín sa GHOR-jeen in the garden

sa ghluaisteán sa GHLOOSH-
tawn

in the car

In the middle of the word
a+gh = 

eye
slaghdán SLEYE-dawn cold (illness)

laghdú LEYE-doo decrease

o+gh =
ow

foghlaimeoir FOW-lim-yore
(fow as in how)

learner

At the end of the word – see -igh

slender At the beginning of the word
y mo gheansaí muh YAN-see my jumper

In the middle of the word
eye staighre STEYE-reh stairs

At the end of the word – see -igh



Cheat Sheet 12

dh
Consonants

Groups of Consonants

If you see the
following group

of letters in a
word

and its
surrounding

vowels are

then pronounce
it like

An example
would be

and it’s
pronounced like

which means

dh broad At the beginning of the word
gh [throaty g] dhá ghaw two [counting]

dhá dhoras ghaw GHUR-us two doors

In the middle of the word
Always treated as slender no matter if the adjoining vowels are broad or slender.

See slender below.*

At the end of the word – see -adh and -idh

slender At the beginning of the word
y do dheoch duh yuck your drink

mo dhialann muh YEE-a-lon my diary

i mo dhiaidh ih muh YEE-og afer me

* In the middle of the word 
(pronunciation for both broad and slender -dh-)

eye aidhm I’m objective

radharc RYE-erk view

feidhm fyme function



Cheat Sheet 13

-adh -igh -idh
Consonants

Vowel with Consonants

If you see the
following group
of letters at the
end of the word

then pronounce them
like

An example would be and it’s pronounced
like

which means

-adh In nouns
ah briseadh BRISH-ah break, fracture

samhradh SOW-rah summer

pósadh POH-sah marriage

In verbs
ukh* [throaty k] bhriseadh sé VRISH-ukh shay he would break

phósadh sé FOH-sukh shay he would marry

Exception: past passive
oo briseadh BRISH-oo was broken

pósadh POH-soo was married

-igh, -idh At the end of words with one syllable
ih réidh RAY-ee (very short ee) ready

The following words were originally two words, and follow the same
pronunciation rules as one-syllable words for -igh and -idh.

amuigh AH-mwih outside

istigh ISH-chih inside

At the end of words with more than one syllable
ig ceannaigh KYAN-ig to buy

annuraidh an-NUR-ig last year
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